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Based on one of BeadStyle MagazineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most successful special issues, A Year in Earrings

offers a different earring design or project variation daily for an entire year. The front matter has

been expanded to include design ideas, clarification of types of ear wires, directions for making ear

wires, tips and shortcuts, and an explanation of what metals are best to use in earrings for those

with metal allergies. Making a different pair daily is easy and quick thanks to clear photographs,

step-by-step instructions, complete materials lists, and carefully explained basic techniques. These

earrings use a full spectrum of materials &#151; glass, crystals, metals, chain, wood, charms,

Lucite, and everything in between. Individual designs include Sparkling Circles, Natural Chandeliers,

Keshi Pearls, Bold Hexagons, and many more. A Year in Earrings offers beaders a wealth of

projects to make and show off.
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The first thing I did was go through the entire book marking designs I might be able to make and

wear. There weren't a lot of them. I don't wear three inch dangles with chain elements, nor do any of

my friends and co-workers except for my hair stylist. My son's girlfriend (early twenties) always wore

diamond studs. While there are many one and two bead options, they were usually in a box without

explanation. I'm unlikely to wear butterflies, ghosts, fruit or large flowers in any color. The source

suggestions for materials might be helpful. This book has been out for five years and as with all

fashion forward publications, it's starting to show its age. An expensive mistake.



You can have a new unique pair every day. These designs DO NOT require specialty equipment, a

few pair of jewelry pliers, wire and various baubles set you free to create. You are encourages to

experiment with shapes, beads, colors, and dangles. This is a fun book of ideas you can create for

yourself and as gifts to others.

I found this book to be very helpful. There were styles I hadn't thought about and pretty easy to

duicate. I may order another for a friend whose just starting to make jewelry. Basics were offered in

a simplistic way. This was a good buy.

Many designs and types of earrings. Shows how to wire wrap for easy beginners and some for more

advanced. Shows how to make with different types of beads, wires, and findings. Shows how to

make flowers, chandeliers and also using chains, discs, tassels, hoops and many more. Pictures

are good, instructions are well written. Recommend this book.

The book is everything it says it is and more. You can take the designs in your head and come up

with different designs of your own and getting excellent earrings styles each and every time. It helps

you to invent new ideas. It also contains good instructions to help you along.

From very simple to quite complex, the styles and variations of styles are interesting and inspiring.

This is by far the best of the other books I have read with many earring projects. These projects

really help one get started and inspire one to customize the designs to make them one's own.

A Year in Earrings: 365 Designs and Variations is a delight of creative energy interwoven with

pratical and easy-to-understand information. I hadn't expected the author to include where

components were purchased with online addresses. The collective amount of instruction was

impressive, and I was surprise to be exposed to so much. I hadn't been familiar particularly with so

many different online sources of unique beads and jewelry findings detailed in lucid and concise

instructions and displayed in inspiring versions of clever ideas.I have a feeling I'll be using this book

for a lot more than 365 pairs of earrings as it is one of those books I'll probably keep for many years

and refer to it often. I want to try many of the ideas shown, and then on occasion I'll inject my own

twist into some of the designs. The author deserves accolades and royalties for sharing the wealth

of her creativity and productivity in a way where anyone new or experienced in making earrings can

learn as much as they want in a enjoyable and entertaining way FAST.



I've got a lot of jewelry books, and this one has been really fun. It has given lots of good ideas,

which I needed. Projects are really easy with easy to follow instructions and pictures. The pictures

alone are pretty self explanatory. I would definitely recommend this book to newbies and those with

experience too.
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